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for the degree of Master of Philosophy 

at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2007 

Transform coding using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) has 

been widely used in image and video coding standards, but at 

low bit rates, the coded images suffer from severe visual distor-

tions which prevent further bit reduction. Postprocessing can 

reduce these distortions and alleviate the conflict between bit 

rate reduction and quality preservation. It is a typical inverse 

problem and prior models play the key role in solving it. In this 

thesis we have proposed two postprocessing methods, based on 

different models for both the original image and the coding dis-

tortions. 

One major distortion is the blocking artifacts, i.e. abrupt 

changes across the block boundaries where the original images 

are usually smooth. We reduce them by a minimum edge dif-

ference (MED) criterion which imposes smoothness across the 

block boundaries. On the other hand, edges become blurred 
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during compression. We use van Beek's parametric edge model 

to preserve or sharpen them. The MED criterion and the edge 

model describe two different components of an image and thus 

can be used together. However, the proposed method does not 

achieve satisfactory results, for the two models may not capture 

all the components of an image. We can obtain very smooth im-

ages by the MED criterion. Yet they are not necessarily closer 

to the original images by objective measures, especially the peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). 

So we adopt a generic image model, built via the fields of 

experts (FoE) framework, which describes all the components 

of a whole image. Meanwhile, we model the coding distortions 

as additive, spatially correlated Gaussian noise and estimate the 

original image by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion. 

This statistical method, in most cases, achieves higher PSNR 

than other methods and produces images of good visual quality. 

In addition, we examine the noise model used and its parameter 

setting. The noise model assumes that the DCT coefficients and 

their quantization errors are independent. This assumption is 

no longer valid when the coefficients are truncated. We explain 

how this problem can be rectified using the current parameter 

setting. 
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摘要 

離散余弦變換（DCT)廣泛應用于圖像和視頻壓縮標准之中，但低比特 

率下，壓縮圖像遭受的嚴重視覺質量損失阻止了進一步的壓縮。後處理 

方法可以減少這些損失，從而緩解比特率降低和質量保持間的沖突。對 

這個反問題的解答，先驗模型起到了關鍵的作用。在本論文中，基于不 

同的圖像和壓縮損失模型，我們提出了兩種後處理方法。 

主要損失之一爲塊效應，即壓縮塊逷界處的劇烈變換，而原始圖像在這 

些位置通常是平滑的。我們利用最小邊緣差異（MED)准則來降低塊效 

應，該准則要求恢複的圖像在塊邊界處應具有平滑性質。另一方面，邊 

緣在壓縮時變得模糊。我們采用vanBeek的參數化邊緣模型來保持或增 

強邊緣。MED准則和邊緣模型描述了圖像屮的不同成分，因而可以共同 

使用。但這一方法沒有取得滿意的效果，因爲這兩個模型並未描述圖像 

中的所有成分。利用MED准則可以獲得極平滑的圖像。但在客觀准則衡 

量下，尤其是峰值信噪比，它未必更接近原始圖像。 

因而我們采用了基于專家場（FoE)建立的圖像模型，它可以描述圖像中 

的所有成分。我們使用加性、空域相關的髙斯噪聲模型來建模壓縮所帶 

來的失真並根據最大後驗概率（MAP)准則來恢複原始圖像。在大多數 

情況下，這種統計的方法比其它方法獲得更多PSNR的提升，同時恢複 

的_像具有較好的視覺質量。進一步，我們檢查了使用的噪聲模型及其 

參數設置。該噪聲模型假設高頻DCT系數和它們的量化誤差彼此統計獨 

立。當這些DCT系數在量化過程中被舍去時，該假設並不成立。我們解 

釋了當前的參數設置將如何糾正這個問題。 
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Contributions 

In this thesis, we have developed two postprocessing methods 

and our original contributions are as follows. 

The first method uses the minimum edge difference (MED) 

criterion and edge models. We extend the DC coefficient restora-

tion (DCCR) algorithm [6] to estimate all the low frequency co-

efficients for the reduction of the blocking artifacts. Unwanted 

changes occur inside the 8 x 8 blocks when we adjust the AC 

coefficients by the 8 x 8 block size MED criterion. To tackle this 

problem, we propose to restore the AC coefficients by the 2 x 2 

block size MED criterion. In addition, we find the gradient-

based method fails to obtain the global minimum of the con-

strained minimization problem we have formulated. Experimen-

tally, the global minimum is a very smooth image, but does not 

give high PSNR. These suggest that the MED criterion has cap-

tured the smoothness property of natural images but fail for 

other components. 

The second method is proposed by the maximum a posteri-

ori (MAP) criterion. One novelty is the use of the FoE model 

to the postprocessing problem, which is more expressive than 
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previously hand-crafted models. As a result, we obtain an effec-

tive method which, in most cases, achieves higher PSNR gain 

than other methods and generates images of good visual qual-

ity. Our contribution also includes work on the quantization 

noise model. If we use statistical estimation methods to pro-

cess coded images, inevitably we need a model to describe the 

coding process. Such model is needed not only in the postpro-

cessing problem, but also in other applications involving block 

DCT coding. Not much work has been done on modeling the 

DCT quantization noise. Among them, the correlated Gaussian 

noise model [32] [16] works well in the MAP estimation. Yet 

its variances for the high frequency coefficients have to be set 

much larger than the actual values to obtain good PSNR results. 

We find the signal independence assumption is invalid for these 

high frequency coefficients. This invalid assumption is remedied 

by setting the variances to be very large for the high frequency 

quantization noise. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Summary 

We introduce the postprocessing problem in Section 1.1 

and review the postprocessing methods in Section 1.2. 

Sections 1.3 describes the objective and methodology of 

our research. The organization of the thesis is given in 

Section 1.4, followed by a note on publication in Sec-

tion 1.5. 

1.1 Image compression and postprocessing 

Everyday, huge amount of image data are stored, processed, and 

transmitted digitally [14]. The resultant storage and transmis-

sion requirements are immense. Hence efficient compression of 

these data before storage or transmission is of great practical 

and economic interest. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

Image compression aims at reducing the number of bits needed 

to represent a digital image while preserving image quality. It 

falls into two categories 一 lossless compression and lossy com-

pression. As its name indicates, lossless coding means the de-

coded data will be exactly the same as the data before coding. 

Lossy coding, on the other hand, will discard some information 

of the original data. Between the two, lossless coding may be 

preferred from the angle of quality. However, it requires high 

bit rates, which are not allowed by many real applications. So 

we must consider lossy coding in practice. 

Figure 1.1 shows a typical transform coding system. At the 

encoder, the input image is divided into non-overlapping blocks, 

which are 8 X 8 in case of JPEG. The pixel values of these 

blocks are transformed, quantized, and coded losslessly. The 

goal of transformation is to decorrelate the data or pack the 

energy of the pixels into a few coefficients. The DCT [2] has 

been widely adopted, due to its high energy packing ability. 

Quantization selectively eliminates the coefficients that carry the 

least information. The encoder terminates by entropy coding of 

the quantized coefficients, which further reduces redundancy in 

the data. The data are then transmitted to the decoder via the 

channel. The decoder implements the inverse sequence of the 

steps of the encoder, i.e. entropy decoding, dequantization, and 

inverse transform. 

When the compression ratio is very high, the coded images 

suffer from severe loss in visual quality, as well as decrease in 
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Figure 1.1: A typical transform coding system. 

fidelity. Hence there is conflict between bit rate reduction and 

quality preservation. There are mainly two strategies to im-

prove the quality of the low bit-rate compressed data. One is to 

solve the problem at the encoder end, known as preprocessing 

technique. The other uses techniques in the decoder end and is 

called postprocessing [37 . 

Postprocessing is a promising solution to this problem be-

cause it can improve image quality without the need of changing 

the encoder structure. It also requires no extra bits and is flexi-

ble for system design. Different coding methods require different 

postprocessing techniques to tackle the different artifacts. 

1.2 A brief review of postprocessing 

Transform coding using the DCT has been widely used in im-

age and video coding standards, such as JPEG, MPEG, and 

H.263. The coded images suffer from blocking artifacts and 

losses around edges. Postprocessing of low bit-rate block DCT 
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coded images has attracted a lot of research attention since early 

1980s. 

Viewing the blocking artifacts as artificial high frequency 

components around the block boundaries, Lim and Reeve [21 

performed low pass filtering on the boundary pixels to reduce 

them. This method sometimes blurs true edges of the image 

and so adaptive filtering techniques were proposed to tackle this 

problem. Ramamurthi and Gersho [30] classified the blocks in 

the coded image and performed filtering parallel to the edges. 

The loop filtering [22] in H.264/AVC, the recent video coding 

standard, alternates several filters according to the local activ-

ity of the coded image. These filtering methods are from the 

enhancement angle and consider the artifacts as irregularities 

to be smoothed for visual improvement [37]. Simplicity and fast 

implementation make them suitable for real time application [1], 

but at the price of lower performance. 

Viewing the problem as reducing noise with certain structure, 

some researchers adopted the wavelet thresholding technique. 

Xiong et al [50] used thresholding by the overcomplete wavelet 

transform and they assumed the blocking artifacts mainly con-

centrated around the block boundaries. Liew and Yan [19] ana-

lyzed the block discontinuities caused by coding to derive more 

accurate thresholds at different wavelet scales. They also classi-

fied the blocks and performed edge detection to preserve textures 

and edges. Despite its good performance, the various techniques 

are specifically designed for block DCT coded images. It is not 
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easy to extend the work for images coded using other methods, 

such as wavelet transform. 

On the other hand, many researchers viewed the compression 

operation as a distortion process and proposed restoration tech-

niques to recover the original image. For example, the projec-

tions onto convex sets (POCS) based methods [33，54, 52, 53, 28' 

represent the prior information about the original image as con-

vex sets and, by iterating projections onto these sets, they con-

verge in the intersection of all the sets. Therefore, the final 

result is consistent with all the prior information we have about 

the original image. One commonly used convex set is the quan-

tization constraint set (QCS) whose elements after quantization 

become the coded image. Park and Kim [29] narrowed down 

QCS to form the narrow quantization constraint set (NQCS) 

which can result in recovered images of higher PSNR. Other 

constraint sets usually impose spatial domain smoothness on 

the recovered image. A novel smoothness constraint set has been 

proposed in the DCT domain using the Wiener filtering concept 

13]. Some other smoothness constraint sets are designed for 

images of particular types, for example, graphic images [20] and 

images mainly with homogeneous regions [47 . 

The POCS-based methods are effective for suppressing block-

ing artifacts because it is easy to impose smoothness constraint 

around the block boundaries. Losses around edges, however, 

have no fixed positions, and it is relatively complicated for the 

POCS-based methods to construct convex sets to reduce the 
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artifacts around edges [51]. Fan and Cham [9] [10] proposed 

methods using an edge model to tackle the losses around edges 

caused by wavelet coding. The methods can suppress ringing ef-

fects and also sharpen the blurred edges with low computation 

requirement. Yet no previous work has been done to sharpen 

the blurred edges for low bit-rate block DCT coded images. 

Generally speaking, postprocessing, or restoration, is a typ-

ical inverse problem. The most general and simple theory for 

inverse problems is from the probabilistic point of view. From 

this angle, all prior information is represented in the form of a 

priori distributions. Thus, all the assumptions are made explicit 

and easy to examine [42]. O'Rourke and Stevenson [27] modeled 

the original image as a Huber Markov random field (MRF) and 

adjusted the coded image according to the model within QCS. 

By doing so, they implicitly assumed the coded image was cor-

rupted by uniform noise in the DCT domain, while Meier et al 

24] modeled the coding error as white Gaussian noise (WGN) 

in the spatial domain. But neither the uniform noise model nor 

the WGN model characterizes the coding error well. Robert-

son and Stevenson [32] found that a correlated Gaussian noise 

model in the spatial domain is more accurate and the use of this 

model can produce recovered images of higher PSNR. Gunturk 

et al [16] independently used the same noise model in the su-

perresolution reconstruction of compressed videos. For most of 

the methods described above, certain parameters are either cho-

sen by users or empirically estimated from the data, Mateos et 
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al [23] proposed to estimate iteratively both the original image 

and the required parameters within the hierarchical Bayesian 

paradigm. 

The methods above have used different models to describe 

the original images and the coding distortions. Yet nearly all of 

them are heuristic-driven and their assumptions may be incon-

sistent with the data. For example, smoothness is an important 

property that natural images possess. Many researchers have 

made this assumption in various forms and the resultant algo-

rithms work well for the specific applications. The success of 

these methods, however, is not good justification for their as-

sumptions. We should validate the assumptions by the data. 

Recently, progress has been made to learn the models for high 

dimensional data from training samples, e.g. image and optical 

flow [35] [36]. These learnt models not only are more consis-

tent with the data but also perform better than heuristic-driven 

models. 

1.3 Objective and methodology of the research 

The objective of our research is to develop effective postpro-

cessing methods for low bit-rate block DCT coded images. We 

assume there is no channel error and so only quantization brings 

errors in the whole system. We hope to reduce the quantization 

errors to obtain recovered images of both better visual quality 

and higher fidelity than the coded images. Fidelity is measured 
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by the peak signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) which is defined via 

the mean-square error (MSE) between the original image and a 

noisy image. 

Prior model plays a key role in solving this inverse problem. 

At the decoder, we only have the coded images and the quanti-

zation table used. It is ill-posed to seek the original image from 

the coded one, since coding is many-to-one mapping. Therefore, 

we need prior information about both the original images and 

the degradation to select the best candidate among all the pos-

sible solutions. Generally, more accurate models produce better 

results. Based on different image models, we have developed 

two different postprocessing methods. We have also analyzed 

the assumptions made by these models and checked them ex-

perimentally. 

1.4 Thesis organization 

In Chapter 2 we mainly introduce the image and degradation 

models used in this thesis. The image model allows for the inte-

gration of prior information about the original image. Similarly, 

the degradation model provides a mechanism to incorporate the 

coded image into the estimation procedure, as it describes the 

process to obtain the coded images from the original one. 

In Chapter 3 we extend the DC coefficient restoration (DCCR) 

algorithm [6] to reduce the blocking artifacts by a minimum edge 

difference (MED) criterion. Meanwhile, we preserve or sharpen 
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the blurred edges by van Beek's edge model [46]. The results 

of using the coefficient restoration method and the edge model-

based processing are combined in the spatial domain. We also 

examine the MED criterion for the block boundaries and show 

that it may not guarantee increase in PSNR for postprocessing. 

In Chapter 4 we treat postprocessing as an inverse problem 

and solve it by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion. The 

distortion caused by coding is modeled as additive, spatially 

correlated Gaussian noise, while the original image is modeled 

as a high order Markov random field (MRF) based on a fields 

of experts (FoE) framework. Experimental results show that 

the proposed method, in most cases, achieves higher PSNR gain 

than other methods and the processed images possess good vi-

sual quality. In addition, we examine the noise model used and 

its parameter setting. The noise model assumes that the DCT 

coefficients and their quantization errors are independent. This 

assumption is no longer valid when the coefficients are trun-

cated. We explain how this problem can be rectified using the 

current parameter setting. 

1.5 A note on publication 

The following papers [38, 39, 40, 41] have been published or 

accepted for this thesis work 

Deqing Sun and Wai-Kuen Cham. "Postprocessing of Low 

Bit Rate Block DCT Coded Images based on a Fields of Experts 
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Prior." IEEE Trans. Image Process, accepted. 

Deqing Sun. "An Effective Postprocessing Method for Low 

Bit Rate Block DCT Coded Images." IEEE Hong Kong Section 

2006 (PG) Student Paper Contest (2nd Prize). 

Deqing Sun and Wai-Kuen Cham. “An Effective Postprocess-

ing Method for Low Bit Rate Block DCT Coded Images." IEEE 

Int. Conf. Acoustics，Speech, and Signal Proc. (ICASSP'07) 

pages 705-708, Hawaii, U.S.A., April 2007. 

Deqing Sun, Wai-Kuen Cham, and Junhao Xie. “A New 

Postprocessing Algorithm of Low Bit Rate JPEG Coded Im-

ages." SPIE Int. Conf. on Visual Comm. and Image Proc. 

(VCIP'05) pages 1204-1214, Bei Jing, China, July 2005. 

• End of chapter. 



Chapter 2 

Background Study 

Summary 

The image and degradation models used are respectively ‘ 

described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We then explain how 

to use them for postprocessing in Section 2.3. 

2.1 Image models 

The image model allows for the integration of prior information 

about the original image. It models our a-priori belief in ob-

serving a particular image among all the possible candidates. 

Numerous image models have been proposed in the literature. 

Here we only introduce the models used in this thesis. The first 

two models describe different components of an image, while the 

last one uses a set of learnt filters to model all the components 

of a whole image. 

11 
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2.1.1 Minimum edge difference (MED) criterion for 

block boundaries 

The idea of DC coefficient restoration (DCCR) was first pro-

posed by Cham and Clark [6] and later used by Tse et al [45] for 

image compression. They found that in transform coding when 

the block size is small compared with the image size, the DC 

coefficients can be predicted from the AC coefficients by a crite-

rion called the minimum edge difference (MED) which assumes 

smoothness across the block boundaries. The DC coefficients 

are restored by minimizing the sum of the square norms of the 

edge difference vectors across the block boundaries. 

Suppose an original image having the size Nin x Nin is di-

vided into Ni X N2 blocks, with each block having nxn pixels. 

Let l i j be the n x n square matrix representing the pixel values 

of the (z,j)th block where 0 < z < Â i and 0 < j < N2. In 

transform coding, each block is transformed into the transform 

domain C i j by the two-dimensional separable unitary transform 

as 
C z J 二 T l y T力’ (2.1) 

where T is the n x n unitary transform matrix such as the DCT. 

Let ai,j be the DC coefficient of the (ij)th block, which can be 

expressed as 
1 n—l n—1 

"“�j = 八 ( 2 . 2 ) 
；r=0 y=Q 

where Ii,j(x,y) is the (x,y)th element of the matrix I^j, 0 < 
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x , y < n - 1. 

Let JJij be the n x n matrix representing the pixel values 
of the (i, j ) th block whose DC level is zero. The matrix U y is 
called the AC component of the (i, j ) th block. Let Uij{x,y) be 
the {x, y)th element of U^j. Thus, 

= + (2.3) 
n \ ‘ 

Define the edge difference vector dh,ij between the horizon-
tally adjacent blocks h j - i and l y as 

C/M，j � 1 

4 ’ i j ( 2 ) (K j—i -d i i 1 
d / w - . : = : + n ’ . , (2.4) 

• aJ L> 」 • • 

where 

二 一 Uij{k, 1). (2.5) 

Similarly the edge difference vector d ^ y between the vertically 
adjacent blocks I^-ij and I^j is defined as 

_ "1 � ^ 
dv,i,jW W l ) 1 

, � � i j ( 2 ) fli-i i - ai i 1 
d”，U 二 ： 二 ： + \ 、 • , (2.6) 

I • ； 

dv,i,j{ri) Uijin) 1 
_ J L» 」 _ 

where 

。’idW 二 k) 一 k). (2.7) 
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(i-lj) 

-Mdv’‘/ 

m) ^.ij (ij) 

Figure 2.1: Definitions of the edge difference vectors dfi,ij and dyi j . 

Figure 2.1 illustrates dh^ij and dy^ij. 

The MED criterion suggests that the value of ai j tends to 

minimize , 

I|d/M’j2 + + \\dh,ij+if + ||d”，m’j2. (2.8) 

Tse and Cham [44] proposed a global estimation scheme which 

estimates all the DC coefficients of the blocks by minimizing the 

sum of the energy of all the possible edge difference vectors of 

the image, which is given by 

Ni-l N2—I Ni-1 N2-I 

”“二 E E " d " ’ u " 2 + E E I K u I | 2 . (2.9) 
i=0 j=l i=l j=0 

Figure 2.2 shows the AC component of "Lena" and the re-
stored image by the DCCR algorithm. 
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MM 
(a) AC component 15.098dB (b) Result of DCCR 30.490dB 

Figure 2.2: AC component of "Lena" and the restored image by the DCCR 

algorithm. 

2.1.2 van Beek's edge model for an edge 

van Beek suggested to model edges by the waveform shown in 

Figure 2.3, which is the convolution of a unit step function and 

a Gaussian function. 

s{x-xo;b,c,w) = {b-hcU{x))^g{x;w) = 6+》一er/(^^)), 
2 Wy/2 

(2.10) 

where er / ( . ) G [ - 1 , 1 ] is the normalized error function, XQ the 

edge location, b the edge base, c the edge contrast, and w the 

edge width. This model represents edges in an image using edge 

locations and their parameters b, c, and w. These parameters 

can be estimated using the direct method given in [46] and [12 . 

Fong [11] has shown that van Beek's model gives better per-

formance than the unit-step model [7], the ramp model [8] ’ and 
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F T T ^ 1 
及 \ I 
^ ， 」 丨 ： 
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b I I I 1 1 I I 

0 

Figure 2.3: van Beek's edge model 

the hyperbolic tangent model [25]. Furthermore, the parameter 

estimation method proposed by van Beek is very close to the 

least square fit estimation but takes much less time. 

Some applications of this model have been demonstrated. For 

example, van Beek [46] used it in image and video coding. Fan 

and Cham [9] applied it in postprocessing of wavelet coded im-

ages for the restoration of blurred edges to produce visually more 

pleasing images. Fong [11] used it in image interpolation and 

image segmentation. 

2.1.3 Fields of experts (FoE) for an image 

The MED criterion and the edge model respectively describe 

the block boundaries and the edges of an image. Yet they may 

be imprecise for other components, such as texture. Hence we 

prefer models that can describe all the components of an image. 

An image I can be considered as a 2D function defined on a 
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rectangular grid whose sites are pixels of the image. Let k be 

an arbitrary pixel in the image and A4 be a set which contains 

all the neighboring pixels of k. Figure 2.4 shows the eight-point 

neighborhood system. Markov random field (MRF) assumes the 

value of a pixel is conditionally dependent only on the values of 

its neighboring pixels, i.e. 

Ph\is-kih\Is-k) = (2.11) 

where the set S contains all the pixels of the image I, the set 

S-k contains all the pixels except k, Is-k denotes values of the 

pixels m S — k, and denotes values of the pixels in A4. 

k 

Figure 2.4: Configuration of eight-point neighborhood system. 

Whilst MRF models local interactions in an image, it is hard 

to write the joint p.d.f. of an image from the local conditional 

p.d.f.. The Hammersley-Clifford theorem [3] establishes that an 

MRF is equivalent to a Gibbs random field (GRF) and the joint 

p.d.f. can be written as a Gibbs distribution 

= (2.12) 

where c, called a clique, is a set whose elements are neighbors 

to each other, C is a set which contains all the possible cliques 
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in the image, Vc{I) is a clique potential function defined on the 

values of all the pixels in c, and Z is a normalization parame-

ter. Figure 2.5 shows all the possible cliques for the eight-point 

neighborhood in Figure 2.4. 

1-point clique _ 

2-point cliques • • ~ 

3-point cliques 

4-point cliques 

Not a clique 

Figure 2.5: Clique and not clique examples for the eight-point neighborhood 

system in Figure 2.4. 

Though widely used in image processing applications, MRF 

exhibits serious limitations because the clique potential func-

tions are usually hand-crafted and the neighborhood systems 

are small. Hence it characterizes natural images only coarsely. 

Sparse coding, on the other hand, models the complex structural 

information in natural images in terms of a set of linear filter 

responses [48]. However, it only focuses on small image patches 

rather than the whole image. Combining the ideas from sparse 

coding with the MRF model, fields of experts (FoE) [35] defines 

the local potential function of an MRF with learnt filters. This 

learnt prior model is very expressive and has obtained success 
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in applications such as image denoising and image inpainting. 
FoE uses the following form for the distribution 

MI) = 
[fees i=l J 

1 N 
二 玄 n n 树 f i c r ’ ⑷， (2.13) 

fees' i=i 

where 

Ji is a filter of size riixrii, the clique Ck adopted by FoE includes 

the ni X Til pixels with k as their center, J^Ic^ denotes the inner 

product between the filter and the local image patch, S' contains 

the center pixels of all the rii x rii cliques that fully overlap with 

the support of the image, ai is a parameter associated with 

and N is the number of filters used. Figure 2.6 shows twelve of 

the twenty four 5 x 5 learnt filters. 

FoE builds the distribution of an image in terms of its re-

sponses to a set of filters. The product form in (2.13) implicitly 

assumes the responses to different filters are statistically inde-

pendent, and to the same filter also independent at different 

pixel positions. (2.14), if properly normalized, is student-t dis-

tribution which is featured by its heavy tails. It has been ob-

served that, for a wide variety of filters, the response of an image 

has only a few large coefficients, with the left very small [17 . 

Such statistics can be fitted well by the student-t distribution. 
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Figure 2.6: Twelve of the twenty four learnt 5 x 5 filters [35]. 

Then the parameter associated with each filter controls the 

width of the distribution of the filter response, and is positive 

to make the proper distributions. 

The success of the FoE prior relies on two aspects 一 building 

more powerful clique potential functions and learning the filters 

from training data. Large neighborhood systems are used to 

capture the long-range correlation in natural images. Further-

more, the potential function is designed to be an unnormalized 

student-t distribution, which is consistent with empirical obser-

vations on natural images [17]. In addition, the filters have been 

learnt from training data and so can better describe the high fre-

quency components in natural images than those hand-selected 

ones [55 . 

2.2 Degradation models 

The degradation model describes the process to obtain the coded 

images from the original one. It provides a mechanism to use 

the information carried by the coded image. For traditional 

restoration problems, the degradation is a result of two phenom-
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ena. The first is a deterministic process that can be modeled 

by a linear operator. The second is a random process, such as 

adding noise. Yet for transform coding using the DCT, quan-

tization is the only source of error in the whole system. It is a 

deterministic, nonlinear process and its behavior has not been 

well understood. Here we summarize various aspects of the dis-

tortions caused by the coding system. 

2.2.1 Quantization constraint set (QCS) and uniform 

noise 

The original DCT coefficients of an image must lie between the 

quantization intervals determined by the quantized coefficients 

and the quantization step size. The quantization constraint set 

(QCS) contains all the elements that after quantization become 

the coded image. If the DCT coefficients of a restored image 

fall outsize the corresponding quantization intervals, projecting 

them back to the nearest endpoints of QCS increases fidelity of 

the restored image. 

The use of QCS is equivalent to assuming the quantized co-

efficients are corrupted by uniformly distributed noise between 

the adjacent quantization levels. Under the quantization con-

ditions and for purposes of moment calculations, it is common 

practice to replace a uniform quantizer by a source of additive 

independent uniformly distributed noise [49 . 
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2.2.2 Narrow quantization constraint set (NQCS) 

Park and Kim [29] narrowed down QCS to form the narrow 

quantization constraint set (NQCS) which can result in recov-

ered images of higher PSNR. Given a quantized coefficient Cq{u, v) 

and the quantization step size Q{u, v), NQCS requires the re-

stored coefficient should lie between a narrower range than the 

adjacent quantization intervals, i.e. 

Cg{u, v) - \Q{u, v) < C{u, v) < Cq{u, v) + \Q{u, v), (2.15) 

where 0 < Â  < 0.5 is a scaling factor. Projection onto NQCS 

is performed if the restored coefficients fall outsize the range. 

Experiments show that \ G [0.2,0.3] produces good results. 

2.2.3 Gaussian noise 

We assume there is no channel error and only quantization in-

troduces distortions. Then the compression operation can be 

modeled as a distortion process that adds quantization noise Nq 

to the original image I 

Iq = I + N,, (2.16) 

where the quantization noise Ng is assumed to be a random 

vector. Strictly speaking, once the quantization table Q is given, 

the coded image Iq is uniquely determined by the original image 

I and so Nq may be regarded as a deterministic function of 1. 
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However, when only Iq is present, explicit information about Ng 

is lost and common practice is to treat Nq as a random quantity 

49]. Hence 

PiMl) = + • = PN,\I{N,\I). (2.17) 

Note that the I in p / j / is given and so not a random quantity. 

We need to understand the behavior of Ng. Empirically, it 

has uneven variances at different positions and the correlation is 

high among different positions within a block. Figure 2.7 shows 

the histogram of the quantization noise at each position of the 

8 x 8 block in the spatial domain. It appears to be centered dis-

tributed and so can be approximated by Gaussian distribution 

at each pixel position. As a result, we use a correlated Gaussian 

noise model [32] [16] to describe the quantization noise. 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 丄 

Figure 2.7: Histogram of the quantization noise for each position of the 8 x 8 

block in the spatial domain, obtained from over 80,000 obervations using the 

quantization table Q2 in Table 4.3. 

The following assumptions are made in [32] and [16]. First, 
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the quantization noise Ng and the original image I are assumed 

to be independent. Hence the conditional p.d.f. of the coded 

image Iq given I can be obtained from the p.d.f. of Ng 

P i M W = PN,\ iWI) = P n M ) ' (2.18) 

Second, the quantization noises for different blocks are assumed 

to be independent because quantization is performed on each 

block independently. Then the p.d.f. of Ng can be expressed by 

the p.d.f. of the quantization noises for the individual blocks 

PN,{Nq) = n P n , ( n , ( m ) ) = " K ^ ) ) , (2-19) 
m m 

where m is a block index, and n q ( m ) , iq{m), and i(m) are re-

spectively the mth block of the quantization noise, the coded 

image, and the original image. Third, the quantization noise is 

assumed to be independent in the DCT domain. The assump-

tion is because quantization is performed independently on the 

DCT coefficients which are supposed to be uncorrelated [15 . 

When the DCT domain noise variances cry^u, v) are known, the 

noise distribution is determined. Fourth, the noise for a block, 

arranged lexicographically into a column vector nq{m) of length 

64, is assumed to be zero mean, jointly Gaussian distributed in 

the spatial domain 

n , (m) - 7 V ( 0 , E , ) , (2.20) 

where E^ is a 64 x 64 invertible matrix but not a diagonal ma-

trix due to the correlation of the quantization noise in the spa-

tial domain. It can be determined from the DCT domain noise 
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variances cr^ci'^, v). Robertson and Stevenson [32] set the noise 

variances as 

如 ) = 智 . (2.21) 

They chose because they assumed the quantization noise 

in the DCT domain is uniformly distributed within the corre-

sponding quantization interval. 

Prom (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), the conditional p.d.f. of the 

coded image Iq given the original image I is 

P w i W 二 n exp < [ - � ; ( m ) - i\m))Y: -%{m) — i(m))| , 

爪 (2.22) 

where ig(m) and i(m) are arranged lexicographically into column 

vectors of length 64. 

2.2.4 Edge width enlargement after quantization 

Edges are blurred due to the truncation of the high frequency 

coefficients in JPEG compression, as shown in Figure 2.8. The 

blurring can be approximated by applying a low-pass filter, 

which enlarges the width parameter of edges [9]. Table 2.1 gives 

the estimated width parameters for the synthetic images and the 

coded images. Compression has enlarged the width parameter. 

Intuitively, the width of the distorted edge should be propor-

tional to the width of the original one. Hence, we use a multi-

plicative factor to characterize different edge widening influences 

of the low-pass filtering, i.e. 
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Wo = Xw- m , (2.23) 

where Wo is the width parameter of the original edge, Wd the 
width parameter of the distorted edge, and a multiplicative 
factor. 

(a) The synthetic image (b) The coded image using Q2 

in Table 4.3 

Figure 2.8: A synthetic image that shows the losses around edges during 
compression. 

Table 2.1: Edge model parameter estimation of width parameter, for syn-
thetic images coded using Q2 in Table 4.3 

= 0.5 W2 = 0.8 '⑴ 3 = 11 w^ = 1.4 W^ = 1.7 w^ = 2.0 

m{w) std{w) m.{w) stdjw) mjw) stdjw) m{w) std{w) m{w) std{w) m{w) std{w) 

I 0.473 0.023 0.768 0.024 1.068 0.019 1.356 0.026 1.675 0.030 1.981 0.037 

/ 0.727 0.248 0.975 0.250 1.374 0.347 1.771 0.427 1.959 0.504 2.103 0.564 
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2.3 Use of these models for postprocessing 

2.3.1 M E D and edge models 

The MED criterion imposes smoothness across the block bound-

aries, and the use of it reduces the blocking artifacts. The edge 

model enables us to sharpen edges by adjusting the edge width 

parameters. Combining the processed results together both re-

duces the blocking artifacts and preserves edges. Meanwhile, we 

use the QCS and NQCS to ensure fidelity to the coded image. 

2.3.2 The FoE prior model 

The FoE prior model is sufficient to capture all the statistics of a 

whole image. We also adopt the correlated Gaussian noise model 

to use the information carried by the coded image. The MAP 

criterion provides a flexible framework to incorporate these in-

formation together. 

• End of chapter. 



Chapter 3 

Postprocessing using MED and 
edge models 

Summary 

We extend the DCCR algorithm to restore the low fre-

quency coefficients for the reduction of the blocking ar-

tifacts in Section 3.1. The detailed algorithm is intro-

duced in Section 3.2 and tested in Section 3.3. In Section 

3.4 we experimentally examine the MED criterion and 

show that it does not guarantee PSNR performance for 

postprocessing. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 

3.5. 

28 
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3.1 Blocking artifacts suppression by coeffi-

cient restoration 

Blocking artifacts are most obvious in smooth regions, where 

usually only the DC and a few AC coefficients are nonzero af-

ter quantization. Figure 3.1 compares the reconstructed im-

ages having only the nine lowest frequency coefficients quantized 

with those having the other high frequency coefficients quan-

tized. Visually, quantization of the high frequency coefficients 

brings losses around edges but scarcely introduces any block-

ing artifacts. These observations motivate us to restore the low 

frequency coefficients to regain the lost smoothness across the 

block boundaries. 

3.1.1 A C coefficient restoration by M E D 

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, the DC coefficients can be reli-

ably estimated from the original AC coefficients using the MED 

criterion. Yet for JPEG compression, the blocking artifacts are 

caused by the quantization errors in both the DC and the AC 

coefficients. To reduce them, we need to adjust both the DC 

and the AC coefficients. However, the AC basis pictures contain 

large changes within the 8 x 8 block, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

If the AC coefficients are adjusted to reduce the abrupt changes 

across the 8 x 8 block boundaries without any constraint, un-

wanted changes may appear inside the 8 x 8 blocks, as shown 
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mm 
(a) Reconstructed "Lena" with the nine (b) Reconstructed "Lena" with the other 

lowest frequency coefficients quantized high frequency coefficients quantized 

圓 圃 
(c) Reconstructed "Barbara" with the (d) Reconstructed "Barbara" with the 

nine lowest frequency coefficients quan- other high frequency coefficients quantized 

tized 

Figure 3.1: Effect of separately quantizing the low and the high frequency 

coefficients. 
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in Figure 3.3. These abrupt changes are similar to the artifacts 

produced by inverse filtering. This suggests that the linear equa-

tions we have solved are ill-conditioned. Therefore, we minimize 

the energy of the edge difference vectors across all the 2 x 2 block 

boundaries instead of just the 8 x 8 block boundaries. We also 

use the quantization constraint from the quantized coefficients 

to make this problem well-conditioned. 

3.1.2 General derivation 

Suppose that an image having the size Nin x Nin is divided into 

Ni X N2 blocks, with each block having nxn pixels. Let y) 

represent the value of the pixel at the xth row ^th column of the 

(z, j ) th block, and Ci j {u ,v) the (w,'i;)th DCT coefficient of the 

same block. In our derivation, Uij {x ,y) represents pixel value 

of the residual image with the DCT coefficient Ci’j(uo, VQ) set to 

be zero. The edge difference vectors in an image are defined as 

dh,i,j,mW = Ii,j[k,m-1) — li,八 k,m), 

dv,i,j,m{k) = Ii,j{m - 1,/c) - Ii，j(m, k). (3.1) 

dh,ij,m is the horizontal edge difference vector between the m -

1th and the mth columns of the (z, j ) th block. When m equals 

zero, boundary pixels of the - l )th block are involved, i.e. 

dv,i,j,o{k) = Ii-iAn-l,k)-Iij(0,k). (3.2) 
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Similarly, the edge difference vectors in a residual image are 

defined as 

= I7ij(k,m-1) - [/ij(k,m), 

UijA^) = Uij{m-l,k) - Uij{m,k). (3.3) 

The coefficients are estimated to be those that minimize the 

edge difference across the 2 x 2 block boundaries, as shown in 

Figure 3.4. The edge difference is defined as 

= + E,2, (3.4) 

where 
NI-L N2-I N1-IN2-I 

� 二 X I X I ||d/M’j，o||2+ Y ^ 队"’o||2 
i=0 j=l i=l j 二Q 

is the edge difference across the 8 x 8 block boundaries, and 
iVi-l N2-1 

S52 = X ] X ] [l|d/M’j’m||2 + ||d^;’i,j>||2 

i=0 j=0 m=2’4，6 

is the edge difference inside the 8 x 8 blocks. The DCT coef-

ficients of other blocks do not contribute to the edge difference 

inside the (z, j ) th 8 x 8 block, so we treat the two terms sepa-

rately in our derivation. Differentiating Eg with respect to the 

coefficient Cij(uo, VQ) and setting it to be zero (See Appendix A 

for the details), we obtain a system of linear equations 
Sa = b, (3.5) 

where the vector a denotes the lexicographic ordering of Cij{uQ, vq) 

by row. The solutions correspond to a smooth image. We can 
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' C 
Figure 3.2: Basis picture for the DCT coefficient C(2,1). 

圓 
Figure 3.3: Minimizing the edge difference across the 8 x 8 block boundaries 
brings unwanted changes inside the 8 x 8 block. 

solve the problem by iterative methods such as Gauss-Seidel. 

During the iteration, some coefficients may fall too far away 

from the quantized coefficients and they are set to be the near-

est value within the narrow quantization constraint set (NQCS) 

29]. The use of NQCS ensures higher PSNR with fast con-

vergence. It also provides a better compromise between the 

smoothness and the fidelity requirements. In our experiments, 

the scaling factor Ag was set to be 0.3. 
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Figure 3.4: Edge difference vectors across the 2 x 2 block boundaries. 

3.2 Detailed algorithm 
Figure 3.5 shows the flowchart of the proposed method. To re-

duce the interference of the blocking artifacts on the edge model 

reconstruction, we first smooth the coded image Iq slightly. We 

then detect the edges of the slightly smoothed image // by Canny 

edge detector [18] and estimate the edge model parameters us-

ing the multi-point estimation approach [12]. Different regions 

of the image requires different processing. The blocking arti-

facts should be smoothed while significant edges should be pre-

served or sharpened. So we first identify these significant edges 

by their length, width, and contrast parameters (Section 3.2.1). 

Pixels in the image are classified into different groups accord-

ing to their distances from the significant edges (Section 3.2.2). 

Edge regions (/r) are reconstructed using the edge model, and 

the blurriness edges undergo during compression is compensated 

I 
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by narrowing the edge width (Section 3.2.3). In contrast, we 

smooth other regions ( ( ) by the coefficient restoration method 

to reduce the blocking artifacts. Finally, we combine 1 � a n d 

Ir by an exponential weighing function and obtain the restored 
A 

image I (Section 3.2.4). 

广 JPEG Coded 
V Imap Iq ) 

. T 
Light Gaussian 

Smooth 

Local Edge 广 

Detection 

T 
Parameter 

——--—— Estimation 
Coefficient � 

Restoration ^ ^ 

/ Identification 
c T 

Region 
Classification 

V 
Edge 

Reconstruction 

广 Reconstructed� 

V Image / J 

Figure 3.5: Flowchart of the proposed method. 
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3.2.1 Edge identification 

After the edge detection and the edge parameter estimation, we 

have obtained a number of edge points y) and their edge 

model parameters. However, the blocking artifacts are also de-

tected and become outliers. To prevent the interference of these 

outliers, we examine all these collected points and only label the 

points that satisfy the following requirements as edge points, i.e. 

elements of the set 

PE = {p\p G IJMIJ) > LO,w{x,y) < WO,C{X,Y) > CQ}, (3 .6 ) 

where 

Lo = 20, Wo = 5.0, Co = 32.0, and j = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , Ne. (3.7) 

In other words, all edges must have a length longer than LQ. 

All edge points must have a width of WQ or less and a contrast 

of Co or higher. Due to the fact that the blocking artifacts are 

usually short and of low contrast, this process can effectively 

reduce their interferences. 

3.2.2 Region classification 

After the identification of the major edges, we select the edge 

regions by the vector distance transform [4]. The vector distance 

transform can efficiently find the distances I between all pixels 

and their nearest edge pixels. The pixels with I less than DQ are 

marked as edge regions and will be reconstructed using the edge 
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model. Pixels outside the edge regions will be smoothed by the 

coefficient restoration method to reduce the blocking artifacts. 

The smoothed result is called Ic. 

3.2.3 Edge reconstruction 

Pixels in the edge regions are reconstructed using the edge model 

and its parameters. As edges are blurred due to the truncation 

of the high frequency coefficients in JPEG compression, they are 

sharpened by narrowing their edge widths, i.e. 

w = Xyj'W, (3.8) 

where w is the estimated edge width and Â , is a controlling 

parameter. Experimental results show that Xyj of values between 

0.6 and 0.8 gives good visual quality. In this work, we set 入̂^ to 

be 0.7. The edge-reconstructed result will be named as /”. 

3.2.4 Image reconstruction 

In this final stage, we combine the smoothed image Ic and the 

edge-reconstructed image /” to form the restored image 

i = f r { l ) I r + { l - f r { l ) ) I c . (3.9) 

where fr{l) = is the weighing function, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.6, I is the distance between a pixel and its nearest 

edge point, and a and Dq are two controlling parameters. Ex-

periments show that the parameters a = 0.6 (0.6 � 0 . 8 is the 
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confident interval and 0.6 can emphasize more on the edge re-

constructed result) and DQ = 12 give good visual quality and 

PSNR gain for the training images. 

‘ ‘ 1 I III…• ‘ ‘ 

\ Z•广. 
0-9 Z ® E d g e model reconstruction -

\ ^ - - … C o e f t l c i e n t restoration u ； 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

Distance to eddge 

Figure 3.6: Weighing function for the proposed method (a = 0.6). 

3.3 Experimental results 

3.3.1 Results of the proposed method 

We tested the proposed method using five natural images coded 

using the quantization table Q2 in Table 4.3. Its performance is 

evaluated in terms of PSNR, computation time, and visual qual-
A 

ity. PSNR of a restored image I is defined w.r.t. the original, 

noise-free image I as 

P S N R ( / , / ) = 10 l o g ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
M S E ( /， / ) � ) 
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where 
Nin-l N2n-1 

MSE(/, / ) 二 E E 工,y) - (3.11) 
x=0 y=0 

and the images are of size Nin x Nin. 

Table 3.1 gives the PSNR results and the computation time 

for the five natural images. The average PSNR gain is 0.725dB 

with the maximum 1.166dB for "Girl". The average computa-

tion time is 3.98 seconds with the maximum 4.156 seconds for 

"Lena" on a 1.7G-Hz Pentium computer. Figure 3.7 shows the 

PSNR results for "Lena" after each iteration in the coefficient 

restoration method. Only several iterations or even no iteration 

is needed to obtain the final result, so computation load is low 

in this case. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the original "Lena" and 

"Girl", coded images, identified edges, and the processed im-

ages. Most blocking artifacts are suppressed while the identified 

edges are preserved. Besides, from the edge map, we can see the 

blocking artifacts are not misclassified as major edges. 

3.3.2 Comparison with one wavelet-based method 

To our best knowledge, the wavelet-based method (WTL) [19 

achieves state-of-the-art performance on this problem. Table 3.2 

gives its PSNR results and Figure 3.10 shows the processed 

"Lena" images by both the wavelet-based method and the pro-

posed method. The wavelet-based method not only achieves 

higher PSNR gain but also produces smoother images than the 
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Table 3.1: Experimental results of the proposed method 
PSNR(dB) 

Images H I , ^ . Time (s) 
Coded image Processed image / Gam 

"Lena" 30.091 30.517 / 0.426 4.156 

"Peppers" 30.141 30.633 / 0.492 3.906 

"Flower" 31.603 32.367 / 0.764 3.875 

"Model" 32.355 33.130 / 0.775 3.890 

"Girl" 33.614 34.778 / 1.164 3.813 

PSNR result after each iteration for Lena 30.51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

30.45 

30.4 -

30.35 • 

m 30.3 -
£ 

f 30.25 -

30.2- . 

30.15 - -

30.1 -
拟 05� 2 4 6 e 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Iteration times 

Figure 3.7: PSNR results after each iteration for "Lena" coded using Q2 in 

Table 4.3. 
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proposed method. 

Table 3.2: PSNR results (dB) of the wavelet-based method [19] 

Images Coded image Processed image / Gain 

"Lena" 30.091 31.187 / 1.096 

"Peppers" 30.141 31.305 / 1.164 

"Flower" 31.603 33.313 / 1.710 

"Model" 32.355 33.884 / 1.529 

"Girl" 33.614 35.274 / 1.660 

3.4 On the global minimum of the edge dif-

ference 

The MED criterion imposes smoothness on the restored images, 

but the proposed method does not produce images as smooth 

as the wavelet-based method [19]. In this section, we set out to 

find the reasons. 

3.4.1 The constrained minimization problem 

The proposed method tries to restore the low frequency DCT 

coefficients by minimizing the edge difference within QCS or 

NQCS, and the restored coefficients are 
A 

C(uo,vo) = arg min E^, (3.12) 
c(uo,vo)eQCS/NQCS 

where is the edge difference defined in (3.4). 
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We minimize this energy function by one gradient-based method, 

but it may get trapped at local minima. From the experimental 

results, the processed images by the proposed method are not as 

smooth as those processed by the wavelet-based method. Thus, 

the global minimum of the edge difference has not been reached. 

It may correspond to a very smooth image with high PSNR. 

3.4.2 Experimental examination 

We use some simple yet insightful examples to answer the follow-

ing questions. First, can the gradient-based method reach, the 

global minimum of the edge difference within QCS or NQCS? 

Second, does the global minimum correspond to a smooth im-

age? Finally, is the global minimum of high PSNR? 

We selected some smooth regions, coded them, and then ad-

justed the low frequency coefficients to minimize the edge dif-

ference within QCS. For computational reasons, we only used 

three candidate points for these coefficients, i.e. Cg(u, v) 

C q ( u , v ) , and Cg(u,v} + In addition, only the four low-

est frequency coefficients C(0,0), C(0,1)，C(1,0), and C ( l , 1) of 

each block were adjusted. Prom the experimental results below, 

images with very small edge difference are already available in 

this solution space. 

Table 3.3 summarizes the numerical results for the selected 

part of "Lena" in Figure 3.11, and Figure 3.12 shows the pro-

cessed images. 
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Table 3.3: Numerical results for the selected region in Figure 3.11 

Original Coded Proposed W T l [19] Global minimum 

Edge difference 1994 3698 769 335 259.12 

PSNR(dB) oo 34.98 39.67 39.83 38.03 

We can make the following observations. First, the gradient-

based method has not reached the global minimum. Second, 

the global minimum is a very smooth image. Third, the global 

minimum is of lower PSNR than the processed images by both 

the proposed method and the wavelet-based method. 

3.4.3 Discussions 

The proposed method fails to obtain the global minimum of the 

edge difference and so does not produce a smooth image. The 

global minimum, as expected, is a very smooth image. How-

ever, it does not give the highest PSNR gain. Furthermore, the 

original image has a relatively large edge difference value, since 

edges and textures may lie around the block boundaries [43 . 

The edge difference value measures one important property of 

natural images, i.e. smoothness across the block boundaries, but 

may not capture other important characteristics. Hence the use 

of the MED criterion does not guarantee PSNR performance. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we extend the DCCR algorithm to estimate all 

the low frequency coefficients for the reduction of the block-

ing artifacts. We also use van Beek's edge model to preserve 

or sharpen edges. However, compared with the wavelet-based 

method [19], the performance of the proposed method is not 

good. We find the gradient-based method fails to obtain the 

global minimum of the edge difference within QCS or NQCS. 

Furthermore, the global minimum is a very smooth image, but 

does not give high PSNR. The MED criterion and edge model 

describe two important components of an image, but may be 

imprecise for other components. 

• End of chapter. 
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(a) Original image (b) Coded image 
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(c) Identified edges (d) Processed image 

Figure 3.8: Results for "Lena" by the proposed method. 
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(a) Original image (b) Coded image 

(c) Identified edges (d) Processed image 

Figure 3.9: Results for "Girl" by the proposed method. 
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_ 國 
(a) WTL [19] (b) The proposed method 

Figure 3.10: Results for "Lena" by the wavelet-based method and the pro-

posed method. 

_ 

Figure 3.11: Selected region in "Lena" 

i 
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Figure 3.12: Results for the selected region in Figure 3.11. 



Chapter 4 

Postprocessing by the MAP 
criterion using FoE 

Summary 

We formulate postprocessing as an inverse problem and 

explain how to solve it by the maximum a posteriori 

(MAP) criterion using the FoE prior model in Section 

4.1. Experimental results and comparison with other 

methods are given in Section 4.2. We examine the noise 

model used in Section 4.3 and draw conclusions in Sec-

tion 4.4. 

4.1 The proposed method 

4.1.1 The M A P criterion 

The problem of postprocessing can be formulated as this: given 

the coded image Iq and the quantization table Q, we are to 

49 
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A 

estimate an image I, using the prior information about both 
/s 

the original image I and the coding process. I is expected to 

be both closer to I and of better visual quality than Iq. Here, 

Iq and I are assumed to be random vectors. This problem is 

ill-posed, since quantization is a many-to-one mapping. Then it 

is essential to model accurately both the original image and the 

coding process in conducting the estimation. 
A 

Given a coded image Iq, we hope to obtain a restored image I 

that is most likely the original image I, which corresponds to the 

use of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion to estimate 

the original image 

i = argmaxp7|j^(/l/J. (4.1) 

By Bayes's rule, (4.1) can be rewritten as 

. PI \I{Iq\I)pi{I) 
I = a r g m a x - ^ y r = argmaxp j j / ( / J / )p / ( / ) . (4.2) 

I Piq 乂丄 q) I 

In this expression, Pi^\i{Iq\I) provides a mechanism to incorpo-

rate the coded image into the estimation procedure, as it sta-

tistically describes the process to obtain Iq from I. Similarly, 

pi{I) allows for the integration of prior information about the 

original image. We obtain the two terms using the correlated 

Gaussian noise model in Section 2.2.3 and the FoE prior model 

in Section 2.1.3. 
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4.1.2 The optimization problem 

Maximizing the objective function in (4.2) is equivalent to min-

imizing its negative log function which will be called the energy 

function (See Appendix B for details about the energy function 

of the FoE prior model), and the estimated image is 

i = arg max exp { - E { I ) } = arg min £•(/). (4.3) 
I I 

Prom (4.2), (2.22), and (2.13), the energy function is 

E{I) = E,{I) + XEn{I) 
N 

k£S' i=\ 

+入 ^ i ' g M - - i(m))，(4.4) 
m 

where A > 0 is a regularization parameter. It balances the 

constraints from the image model and the noise model. Smaller 

A gives less fidelity to the coded image and generates smoother 

images. Setting of A will be discussed in Section 4.2. 

We adopt the conjugate gradient descent method (See Ap-

pendix B for details) to minimize the energy function. At each 

iteration, the step size is selected to correspond to the minimum 

along the search direction. The gradient of the energy function 

E{I) in (4.4) is 

N 

•五 ( / ) = * /； a,) + XVEn{I) (4.5) 
i=l 
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where * denotes the convolution operation, is obtained by 
mirroring Ji around its center pixel, 

街 ,Oii) = —\og(l){y;ai), (4.6) 

and V E j j y s mth block, arranged lexicographically into a col-
umn vector of length 64, is 

-E - i ( i , (m ) - i (m) ) . (4.7) 

To increase fidelity, the quantization constraint and the range 

constraint are respectively imposed for the DCT coefficients and 

the pixel values during the iteration. It is our prior knowledge 

that the original DCT coefficients must lie within the quantiza-

tion intervals and the pixel values between 0 and 255. If either 

of them is violated, the intermediate result is set to the nearest 

value satisfying the corresponding constraint. When the itera-

tion stops, NQCS [29] is used for further PSNR gain and the 

scaling coefficient \ was set to be 0.3 in our experiments. 

4.2 Experimental results 

In this section, we first describe parameter setting for the pro-
posed method and then give experimental results. 
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4.2.1 Setting algorithm parameters 

Noise variances 

In our experiments, the noise variances a^u, v) were set as in 

32], which are 

= (4.8) 

We will discuss this setting in Section 4.3 in details. 

Regularization parameter A 

We investigated by experiments how the value of A affects the 

PSNR performance. Five 512 x 512 images, coded using quan-

tization tables Ql , Q2, and Q3 in Table 4.3, were processed by 

the proposed method with different A. The results, as shown 

in Figure 4.1, show that the PSNR varies little for A less than 

10 and then drops quickly for A larger than 10. In general, 

A G (2,12) produces good results for most images. In our ex-

periments, A = 6 was used for it is near optimal for this image 

set and the three quantization tables in Table 4.3. 

FoE filter size 

We compared three groups of FoE filters of different sizes, in-

cluding 3 x 3 , 5 x 5 , and 7 x 7 . In all the experiments,入 

was fixed to be 6. Table 4.1 summarizes the PSNR results and 

Figure 4.2 shows the processed regions around the shoulder of 

"Lena" coded by Q3. The 5 x 5 group has about 0.2dB gain 

over the 3 x 3 group and also produces smoother images than 
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Figure 4.1: Determination of A for MAP estimation; A = 6 is chosen for it 

produces near optimal result and slightly changing 入 for a particular image 

may bring a slight PSNR gain. 
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the latter. In addition, it gives results similar to, or slightly 

better than, the 7 x 7 group. The FoE filters of larger size are 

expected to give better results. However, the 7 x 7 group does 

not produce better results than the 5 x 5 group in our exper-

iments. This implies that filters of size 5 x 5 are sufficient to 

capture the complex structural information in natural images, 

and a larger size helps little. In the following experiments, the 

5 x 5 group was used for its good PSNR performance. 

Table 4.1: PSNR results (dB) for "Lena" coded by Q3, processed by the 
proposed method using FoE filters of different sizes. 

LENA PEPPERS BARBARA BABOON 

Qunntization table Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 Ql Q2 Q3 Ql Q2 Q3 

Coded Image 30.702 30.091 27.382 30.689 30.141 27.6<1丨 25.939 25.591 24.028 24.320 24.143 22.133 

3 x 3 31.619 31.125 28.496 31.762 31.321 28.982 26.454 26.134 24.683 24.648 24.491 22.546 

5 x 5 31.963 31.435 28.806 32.049 31.610 29.358 26.655 26 .320 24.869 24.774 24.623 22.618 

7 x 7 31.921 31.386 28.757 32.016 31.554 29.281 26.597 26.254 24,823 24.763 24.605 22.610 

i ： K • ； 

(a) 3 X 3 (b) 5 X 5 (c) 7 x 7 

Figure 4.2: Region around the shoulder of "Lena" coded by Q3, processed 
by the proposed method using FoE filters of different sizes. 

Initial values 

The energy minimization problem is nonlinear and non quadratic. 

So the gradient based-method may get trapped at local minima. 
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Table 4.2: PSNR results (dB) for "Lena" coded by Q2, processed by the 
proposed method using 5 x 5 FoE filters with different initial values. 

Initial value coded image zero image WTl[19] original image coded image with WGN 

PSNR (dB) 31.435 29.674 31.508 32.593 31.438 

We tried several initial values to test the robustness of the pro-

posed method to initial values. For the "Lena" image coded 

using quantization table Q2, We tried the following values: the 

coded image, the coded image corrupted by white Gaussian noise 

of standard deviation five, zero-valued image, and the processed 

image by the wavelet based-method [19]. The iteration number 

was fixed to be two hundred, and changing it for a particular 

initial value may generate slightly better performance. Table 4.2 

summarizes the PSNR results. We can see the initial values in-

fluence the final solution. However, small perturbation on the 

initial value, such as adding WGN with standard deviation up 

to five, caused little change in PSNR of the final solution. All 

the results in the other sections of this chapter were obtained 

using the coded image as the initial value. 

4.2.2 Results 

We tested the proposed method on twenty three images of size 

512 X 512. Detailed experimental results on four images shown 

in Figure 4.3, using the three quantization tables in Table 4.4, 

are given here. Blocking artifacts are more prominent in smooth 

regions. "Lena" and "Peppers" which contain large smooth re-
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gions are selected to examine the suppression of the blocking 

artifacts by the proposed method. On the other hand, a post-

processing method should not over-smooth details. Thus, "Bar-

bara" and "Baboon" which have a lot of textures are selected 

to reveal the detail-preserving ability of the proposed method. 

The quantization tables Ql , Q2, and Q3 in Table 4.3 corre-

spond to 0.24, 0.189, and 0.15 bits per pixel (bpp) compression 

for "Lena". 

The four coded images using Q2 are shown in Figure 4.4. 

Blocking artifacts are obvious especially on "Lena" and "Pep-

pers" .Figure 4.5 shows the processed results by the proposed 

methods. The blocking artifacts have been effectively suppressed 

while the details are not over-smoothed. 

The proposed method is compared to a few popular postpro-

cessing methods which include Xiong's wavelet-based method 

(WTx) [50], the MPEG4-VM postfiltering (MPEG4) [1], Paek's 

POCS-based method (POCSp) [28], Yang's POCS-based method 

(POCSY) [53], Robertson's method (MAPR) [32], and Liew's 

wavelet-based method (WTL) [19]. Table 4.4 summarizes the 

PSNR results of these methods on the four images in Figure 4.3 

using the three quantization tables in Table 4.4. In most cases, 

the proposed method has the highest PSNR gain except "Bar-

bara" for which Paek's POCS-based method is slightly better. 

Based on the twenty three images tested, it achieves about 0.3 

dB and 0.4 dB PSNR gain on average over Liew's wavelet-based 

method and Paek's POCS-based method respectively. 
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For comparison of visual quality, we show in Figure 4.8 the 

processed results of "Lena" coded using Q2 by different meth-

ods. We also show in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 the processed results 

around the shoulder of "Lena" and the leg of "Barbara" respec-

tively. We found that Liew's wavelet-based method and the 

proposed method provide the best visual quality improvement. 

Both methods suppress blocking artifacts effectively while pre-

serving the details well. 

Table 4.3: Quantization tables; Ql , Q2, and Q3 correspond to 0.24, 0.189, 
and 0.15 bpp compression for "Lena", respectively 

^ ^ Q3 

—» V —» V —» V 
050 060 070 070 090 120 255 255 086 059 054 086 129 216 255 255 110 130 150 192 255 255 255 255 

060 060 070 096 130 255 255 255 064 064 075 102 140 255 255 255 130 150 192 255 255 255 255 255 

070 070 080 120 200 255 255 255 075 070 086 129 216 255 255 255 150 192 255 255 255 255 255 255 

I 070 096 120 145 255 255 255 255 丨 075 091 118 156 255 255 255 255 丨 192 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

u 090 130 200 255 255 255 255 255 u 097 118 199 255 255 255 255 255 u 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

120 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 129 189 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 

4.3 Investigation on the quantization noise 

model 

In the experiments above, the noise variances for the proposed 

method were set to be one twelfth of the square of the corre-

sponding quantization step sizes, as in [32] and [16]. To exam-

ine the correctness of this model, we estimated the actual noise 
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Table 4.4: PSNR results (dB) for images in Figure 4.3 using quantization 
tables Ql , Q2, and Q3 in Table 4.3, processed by different methods 

LENA PEPPERS B A R B A R A B A B O O N 

Quantization table Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 

Coded Image 30.702 30.091 27.382 30.689 30.141 27.641 25.939 25.591 24.028 24.320 24,143 22.133 

WTxlSO] 31.215 30.758 28.315 31.335 30.922 28.698 25.226 25.070 24.100 24.240 24.125 22.476 

MPEG4(1) 31.211 30.694 28.095 31.312 30.842 28.557 26.092 25.774 24.367 24.451 24.293 22.401 

POCSp[28] 31.629 31.020 28.513 31.-199 31.009 28.848 2 6 . 6 8 9 26 .321 24.746 24.631 24.469 22.522 

POCSy[53] 31.313 30.739 28.292 31.232 30.747 28.567 26.400 26.052 24.453 24.545 24.387 22.415 

MAP,i[32l 31.592 31,128 28.642 31.841 31.378 29.131 26.125 25.860 24.478 24.504 24.429 22.573 

WTl [19 ) 31.612 31.187 28,654 31.599 31,305 29.033 26.374 26,043 24.660 24.591 24.450 22.558 

The proposed inetliod(3 x 3) 31.619 31.125 28.496 31.762 31.321 28.982 26.454 26.135 24.683 24.649 24.491 22.546 

The proposed metliod(5 x 5) 31 .963 31 .435 28 .806 32 .049 31 .610 29 .358 26.655 26.320 24 .869 24 .774 24 .623 22 .618 

variances using the original images and the coded images. For 

"Lena" coded using Q2, the actual noise variances, as shown in 

Table 4.6, do not deviate much from the pre-defined values for 

the low frequency coefficients. However, they are much smaller 

than the pre-defined values for the high frequency coefficients. 

We then found the optimal A and performed the MAP estima-

tion using the actual variances. Strangely, the images estimated 

using the actual variances have lower PSNR than those esti-

mated using cFq^iu, v) = Q 1�…,as shown in Table 4.5. 

We believe this apparently strange result is due to the inde-

pendent quantization noise assumption made in (2.18), which is 

severely violated by the high frequency coefficients. Table 4.7 

gives the estimated correlation coefficients between the original 

coefficients and their quantization noise for "Lena" and "Bar-

bara" . F o r the high frequency coefficients, the correlation is 

nearly - 1 , which means the signal independence assumption 

fails. Widrow et al [49] have shown that, under certain con-
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ditions, the input signal of a uniform quantizer and the quan-

tization error are uncorrelated, despite their deterministic re-

lationship. If the standard deviation of the input signal is no 

less than the quantization step size, the conditions are approx-

imately satisfied. Under such conditions, it is reasonable to 

assume the input signal and the quantization noise are inde-

pendent, when only the quantized signal is available. Table 4.8 

shows the standard deviations of the DCT coefficients of "Lena". 

The standard deviations of the high frequency coefficients are 

much smaller than the corresponding quantization step sizes in 

Table 4.3. Nearly all these high frequency coefficients are trun-

cated during quantization, and the original coefficients and the 

quantization noise are of the same magnitude and opposite sign. 

As a result 

Pn,c{u,v)\C{u,v) {riqciu, v))\C{u,v))^ Pn,c{u,v) v)) • (4.9) 

Now we rewrite the term involving the noise model in (4.4) 

in the DCT domain as 

_ = (4.10) 
m n,v=0 ZJgc�以，巧 

where Cq(m, u, v) and C(m, u, v) denote respectively the (u, i»)th 

DCT coefficients of the mth block of Iq and I. If a�c(u,v) is 

set to be very big for large u and v, the corresponding term 

in (4.10) becomes insignificant and the influence of the inac-

curate assumption is reduced. The strategy is to give the noise 

model less weights, when its assumption is severely violated. We 
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should rely more, or solely, on the image model to estimate the 

truncated high frequency coefficients. 

In another experiment, we used only the image prior model to 

estimate the truncated coefficients. In the implementation, the 

terms involving the image prior model in (4.4) and (4.5) were 

computed as before. En(I) and VEn{I) were calculated in the 

DCT domain according to (4.10). If the quantized coefficients 

were zero, we set the corresponding terms to be zero. As shown 

in Table 4.5, the recovered images with the effect of coefficient 

truncation considered have comparable PSNR to those recovered 

with aqciu, v) = ^^^ for all the coefficients. 

4.4 Conclusions 

We have proposed a postprocessing method according to the 

MAP criterion. The prior models are carefully selected to model 

accurately both the original image and the distortions caused by 

coding. Experimental results on standard images and compari-

son with other methods have demonstrated the effectiveness of 

the proposed method. In most cases, it achieves higher PSNR 

gain than other methods and generates recovered images of good 

visual quality. We also examine the quantization noise model 

adopted by some state-of-the-art methods. We identify two in-

valid assumptions made by the noise model [32] [16] and explain 

why it still works with the current parameter setting. 
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Table 4.5: PSNR results (dB) for images in Figure 4.3 using quantization 
tables Ql , Q2, and Q3 in Table 4.3, processed by the proposed method using 
different noise models 

LENA PEPPERS B A R B A R A B A B O O N 

Quantization table Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 Q l Q2 Q3 

Coded Image 30.702 30.091 27.382 30.689 30.141 27.641 25.939 25.591 24.028 24.320 24.143 22.133 

Recovered image using 
, , , 31 .963 31 .435 28.806 32.049 31 .610 29.358 26 .655 26 .320 24 .869 24.774 24 .623 22.618 
12 

Recovered image using 
31.839 31.340 28.759 31.928 31.524 29.292 26.607 26.283 24.86 丨 2<1.7丨9 24.574 22.606 

actual 

Recovered image with 
31.961 31.409 28 .813 32 .070 31.608 29 .385 26.617 26.281 24,868 24.736 24 .623 22.610 

tnmcat.ion considered 

Table 4.6: Quantization noise variances in the DCT domain for "Lena" coded 

using Q2 in Table 4.3 
^ [j^?》 Actual variances 

—» V —• V 

616.33 290.08 243.00 616.33 386.80 3888.0 5418.8 5418.8 633.61 229.30 130.43 166,28 161.44 95.824 44.193 25.538 

341.33 341.33 468.75 867.00 1633.3 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 206.49 161.89 153.41 157.09 107.67 60.753 33.899 19.217 

468.75 408.33 616.33 1386.8 3888.0 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 133.94 117.87 135.53 143.09 84.071 48.610 22.906 15.028 

1468.75 690.08 1160.3 2028.0 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 i 75.917 93.382 108.45 85.617 52.711 29.081 18.626 11.491 

u 784.08 1160.3 3300.1 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 u 42.536 45.917 44.543 43.304 28.821 18.405 11.806 9.7435 

1386.8 2976.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 21.151 20.747 21.071 19.519 15.437 11.447 9.4009 8.2653 

5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 12.089 11.747 10.588 11.060 10.205 8.4466 7.0938 6.5371 

5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 5418.8 9.1657 8.6195 7.6928 7.4576 7.4224 7.0370 6.1908 5.6512 

Table 4.7: Correlation coefficients between the original coefficients and the 

quantization noise for “Lena” and “Barbara” coded using Q2 in Table 4• 3 
"Lena" "Barbara" 

—* V —* V 

0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 9 - 0 .18 - 0 . 37 - 0 . 87 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 .02 - 0 . 0 3 -0 .21 - 0 .38 - 0 . 9 4 - 0 . 9 2 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

- 0 .06 -0 .08 - 0 . 17 - 0 .61 - 0 . 9 3 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 -0 .01 - 0 . 1 0 -0 .31 - 0 . 5 9 - 0 . 9 3 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

- 0 . 0 9 -0 ,20 - 0 . 2 5 - 0 . 7 5 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 0 . 1 0 - 0 . 1 6 - 0 . 2 9 - 0 . 5 3 -0 .91 - 1 . 0 0 -LOO - 1 . 0 0 

I -0 .24 - 0 . 3 5 - 0 .58 - 0 . 97 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 i - 0 . 19 - 0 .21 - 0 . 4 9 - 0 .46 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

u - 0 . 58 - 0 . 8 3 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 , 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 u - 0 . 29 - 0 . 3 4 - 0 . 2 8 - 0 . 7 3 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

- 0 . 9 4 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 , 0 0 - 0 . 4 9 - 0 . 4 0 - 0 . 27 - 0 .58 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

- 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 0 . 5 6 -0 .55 - 0 .49 - 0 . 8 3 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 

- 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 -l.OQ - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 0 . 7 6 -0 .94 - 0 . 87 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 
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mm 
(a) "Lena" (b) "Peppers" 

(c) "Barbara" (d) "Baboon" 

Figure 4.3: Four original images of size 512 by 512: "Lena" and "Peppers" 
mainly contain smooth regions and major edges, while "Barbara" and "Ba-
boon" are full of textures. 
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(a) "Lena" 30.091dB (b) "Peppers" 30.141dB 

(c) "Barbara" 25.591dB (d) "Baboon" 24.143dB 

Figure 4.4: Four coded images using Q2 in Table 4.3: blocking artifacts are 

obvious. 
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國 國 
(a) "Lena" 31.435dB (+1.344dB) (b) "Peppers" 31.610dB (+1.469dB) 

(c) "Barbara" 26.320dB (+0.729dB) (d) "Baboon" 24.623dB (+0.48dB) 

Figure 4.5: Four processed images by the proposed method using the 5 x 5 
FoE filters: blocking artifacts are suppressed while the details are not over-
smoothed. 
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Table 4.8: Standard deviations of the original DCT coefficients for "Lena" 

in Figure 4.3 
—> V 

359.41 85.999 40.041 21.729 14.571 9.7927 6.6478 5.0535 

53.403 37.014 24.905 17.367 10.706 7.7944 5.8223 4.3838 

21.175 21.436 18.848 13.191 9.1690 6.9721 4.7860 3.8766 

i 11.664 11.548 11.125 9.2660 7.2602 5.3927 4.3158 3.3898 

u 6.8718 6.7918 6.6741 6.5806 5.3685 4.2901 3.4359 3.1215 

4.5990 4.5549 4.5904 4.4180 3.9290 3.3833 3.0661 2.8749 

3.4770 3.4274 3.2540 3.3256 3.1945 2.9063 2.6634 2.5568 

3.0275 2.9359 2.7736 2.7309 2.7244 2.6527 2.4881 2.3772 

U l i i 
(a) 3 X 3 filters 31.125dB (b) 5 x 5 filters 31.435dB 

Figure 4.6: Processed "Lena" coded using Q2 by the proposed method with 

different-sized FoE filters: better visual and PSNR results are achieved by 

the 5 X 5 filters. 
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‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 31.5. , , , , , , , , —,—— 

n n 
3.6- \ 30.5 • / 

:| V � | / 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 200 20 40 60 M 100 120 140 160 180 200 

k«r«lion numbv H*fa1ion numtet 

(a) Energy v.s. Iteration number (b) PSNR v.s. Iteration number 

Figure 4.7: Results during the iteration for "Lena" coded using Q2 and 
processed by the proposed method using the 5 x 5 filters. 

• End of chapter. 
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國圓鬭 
(a) Original image (b) Coded image (c) WTx[50] 

I 釅 圓 圓 
(d) M P E G 4 [ 1 ] (e) P O C S p [ 2 8 ] ( f ) P O C S y [ 5 3 ] 

(g) MAPr[32] (h) WTl[19] (i) The proposed method 

Figure 4.8: Postprocessing results of "Lena" by different methods . 
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(a) Original image (b) Coded image (c) WTx[50] mmm 
(d) MPEG4[1 ] (e) POCSP[28] (f) P O C S y [ 5 3 ] 

P P P 
mLi^ I ^ L 

(g) MAPr[32] (h) W T l [19] (i) The proposed method 

Figure 4.9: Postprocessing results around the shoulder of "Lena"，which tests 

the "deblocking" ability of the methods; (h) and (i) suppress the blocking 

artifacts effectively. 
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圓圓• 
(a) Original image (b) Coded image (c) WTx[50] 

••圓 
(d) MPEG4[1 ] (e) POCSP[28] (f) P O C S y [ 5 3 ] mmm 
(g) M A P r [ 3 2 ] (h) W T l [ 1 9 ] (i) The proposed method 

Figure 4.10: Postprocessing results around the leg of "Barbara", which tests 
both the "deblocking" and the detail-preserving ability of the methods; (e), 
(h), and (i) preserve the details well while suppressing the blocking artifacts. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

Summary 

We summarize our work in Section 5.1 and discuss the 

future work in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Contributions 

In this thesis we have considered different models for both the 

original image and the coding distortions to solve the postpro-

cessing problem, and our contributions are as follows. 

5.1.1 Extension of the D C C R algorithm 

Restoring the DC coefficients from the original AC coefficients 

by the MED criterion can produce good results. However, when 

we extend this idea to restore both the DC and the AC co-

efficients in JPEG coding, the 8 x 8 block-size MED criterion 

71 
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produces unwanted changes inside the 8 x 8 blocks. To tackle 

this problem, we have proposed to minimize the edge difference 

across the 2 x 2 block boundaries. The resultant method reduces 

the blocking artifacts without introducing abrupt changes inside 

the 8 X 8 blocks. 

5.1.2 Examination of the M E D criterion 

Experimentally, we have found that the gradient-based method 

fails to reach the global minimum of the edge difference, which 

corresponds to a very smooth image. However, the global min-

imum itself does not give high PSNR. The MED criterion and 

the edge model describe two different components of an image, 

but may be imprecise for other components. Hence we prefer 

models that can describe all the components of an image. 

5.1.3 Use of the FoE prior in postprocessing 

The high order MRF model, built via the FoE framework, cap-

tures the complex structures and the long-range correlation in 

natural images. Based on this powerful prior model, we have 

proposed a postprocessing method which, in most cases, achieves 

higher PSNR gain than other methods and produces images of 

good visual quality. 
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5.1.4 Investigation on the quantization noise model 

We have examined the DCT quantization noise model [32] [16 

and found a strange phenomenon that the actual noise vari-

ances produce worse PSNR results. We then find two invalid 

assumptions are made by this model. First, the variance of the 

high frequency quantization noise is assumed to be much larger 

than its actual value. Second, the high frequency coefficients 

and their quantization errors are assumed to be independent. 

It turns out the first assumption serves as one remedy to the 

second assumption and so the noise model still works. Experi-

mental results have validated our explanations. 

5.2 Future work 

Prom the current work, the following directions are worth pur-

suing. 

5.2.1 Degradation model 

We believe building the degradation model is one key problem 

for postprocessing. Yet we have only identified some invalid as-

sumptions made by the correlated Gaussian noise model [32] [16 

and explained the resultant strange phenomenon in its variance 

setting. By the MAP criterion using the FoE prior model, we 

can focus on the degradation model and check its validity. Sev-

eral issues are worth further investigation. First, the correlated 
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Gaussian noise model is used in conjunction with the QCS. By 

doing so, we implicitly assume the distortion is a mixture of 

uniform and Gaussian noises. Hence a better mixture model 

may provide better performance. Second, the use of NQCS can 

always bring a little gain in PSNR. Intuitively, it imposes fi-

delity to the coded image, but we have not acquired a rigorous 

explanation. Besides, the statistical properties of the coding 

distortions have not been fully exploited, especially their signal 

dependence and spatial correlation. We believe a more accurate 

degradation model will not only achieve better performance but 

also help us understand the problem more deeply. 

5.2.2 Efficient implementation of the M A P method 

The MAP method proposed in Chapter 4 achieves rather good 

performance, but the computational load is high. In real appli-

cations, efficient implementation is required. We can achieve it 

by the following methods. First, the 3 x 3 FoE filters can be 

used. They reduce the computation for each iteration and also 

require fewer iterations to converge, with about 0.2dB drop in 

PSNR. Second, we can use some simplified quantization noise 

model, e.g. the noise is white but has spatially changing vari-

ances. In addition, some approaches [31] have been proposed 

to reduce the computational requirements of the Huber MRF-

based method [27]. Due to the similarity between these two 

methods, we can adopt the approaches in [31]. We can avoid 
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evaluating of the energy function and its derivatives in deter-

mining the step size by some relaxation methods. Besides, the 

quantization constraint only needs to be imposed on a subset of 

the DCT coefficients. 

5.2.3 Postprocessing of compressed video 

Video provides additional temporal information to restore a sin-

gle frame. Yet we first need to build accurate temporal corre-

spondences among these frames, so that temporal information 

can be incorporated correctly. We also need to consider the 

degradation model to describe the motion compensation pro-

cess. 

• End of chapter. 



Appendix A 

Detailed derivation of 
coefficient restoration 

Summary 

This part gives the detailed derivation of restoring both 

the DC and the AC coefficients of the 8 x 8 blocks by 

the 2 X 2 block-size MED criterion. 

We restore the low frequency DCT coefficients by minimizing 

the edge difference across the 2 x 2 block boundaries, defined as 

S , = + E,2, (A. l ) 

where 
iVi-liVa-l N1-IN2-I 

^ X I X I l|d/M,j，o||2+ Y^ ^ l|dt;,i,j，o||2 
i=0 j=l i=l j=0 

is the edge difference across the 8 x 8 block boundaries, and 
iVi —1N2-1 

X52 二 X ] E 丨l|d/M’j’m||2 + 队’i加||2 
i=0 j=0 m=2,4,6 
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is the edge difference inside the 8 x 8 blocks. The DCT coef-

ficients of other blocks do not contribute to the edge difference 

inside the (i, j ) th 8 x 8 block, so we treat the two terms sepa-

rately in our derivation. 

For the 8 X 8 blocks, 

h j { x , y ) 二 Uij{x,y)^^/3{uo)/5{vo) cos (之工 二 广 o t t � ^ 二 ， 。 ^ � � , 

(A.2) 

where 
z 

W 二 0 
= ^ (A.3) 

y 1, otherwise 

The derivative of E^i with respect to is 

oCij{uo,vo) 16 

+/32(uo) COS2 - 1 J ) + 6b{i + l , j ) ] } Q j ( U o , ^o) 

+ h { h j — 1)灼孙)cos2 卷 ( - 1 广+1C,’H(U0,如） 

+ ( 5 办 - l ’ j ) / 3 2 ( � C 0 s 2 苦 ( ― 1 广+ 1 C k > 0，孙） 

也 j + 鄉)C0s2 广 + 1 C � 州 〜 , ” 0 ) 

+知(么 + 1, 购 )C O ? 广+1C；终 1 ’>0，孙） 

-Abi^ij{uo,vo), (A.4) 
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where 

AL / � /P, �/P/ � ÔTT (2/c+ 1)U07T 
二 /3(^X�)/3(^)COS"y^cos — 

7 

k=0 

� � � � , � UQTT {2k + l)t;o7r 
+0(uo)P[vo) COS — COS — 

lb 16 
7 

E [ 似 i - l , j ) “ j ’ o ( k ) + + 1 说 ⑷ ( - l ) f 妃 势 

k=0 

and 

1, 0 < z < Â i and 0 < ? < 
S t { i J ) = { (A.6) 

0, otherwise 
\ 

Let Ci = cos2 卷 and ĉ  = cos^ 晋 ’ which are con-

stants for fixed UQ and VQ. (A.4) becomes 

= _ - 稱 ， 则 ] 

-\-C2[Sb{i - 1，j) + 6b{i + lJ) ] }Ci j {uo,vo) 

+ M � + i , j . ) c 2 ( - i r � + i a f u ( u � , ” o ) 

-Abi^ij{uo,vo). (A.7) 

The derivative of with respect to Cij(uo’Vo) is 

dQj(Cvo) = cA八、卯)-A��>o，‘ （A.8) 
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where 

C 3 = [4/3 (鄉)SIN" — ^ SIN" — S M " S I N " — ] , 
m=2’4’6 

(A.9) 

and 

Ab2’i’j(uo’^)) = 2^(uo)/3(vo) sin ^ 

V^ . rnvoTT ^ {2k + l)tto7r ^ , , � 

Z ^ SM - Y COS ——-——UIDAK) 
m=2’4，6 k=0 

16 

V ^ . muoTT • (2/c + l)'i;o7r . . 
sin — ^ ^ cos ^ ^ C / M 丄 綱 ） 

m=2,4,6 k=0 

Combining (A.7) and (A.8) together and setting it to be zero, 

we obtain a system of linear equations whose solution represents 

a smooth image. Let vector a be the lexicographic ordering of 

Cij(uo,vo) by row. The system of linear equation becomes 

Sa = b, ( A . l l ) 

where 

( R i C2(_l 广。+il 0 . . . 0 � 

C2(-1 广+ i l R2 ... ... ； 

s - 0 C2(—1 广。+ll . . . C2(—1 广。+ll 0 ’ 

： . . . •.. R2 C2(_1 广。+ll 

^ 0 … 0 C2(—1)"0+1I R i 乂 
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in which I denotes the identity matrix, 

< C i + C2 + C3 c i ( - l 广。+1 0 ... 0 、 

Ci(一 1 广0+1 2CI + C2 + C3 ... ... : 

Ri = 0 c i ( — . . . 0 ’ 

: . . . . . . 2 C I + C 2 + C 3 C i ( - 1 广 0 + 1 

y 0 … 0 Ci( —1 广0+1 C1 + C2 + C3 乂 

� 1 + 2C2 + C3 Ci( -1 广。+1 0 … 0 � 

Ci(- ir+i 2CI + 2C2 + C3 ••• ••• ： 

R 2 = 0 Ci (_ l 广。+1 ... Ci(—1 广。+1 0 ’ 

： . . . . . . 2 C I + 2C2 + C3 C I ( - 1 广0+1 

^ 0 . . . 0 Ci( —1广�+1 Ci + 2C2 + C3 J 

and 

b(iiV2 + j) = 鄉）+ ” 0). 

We can find the solution by an iterative method such as 

Gauss-Seidel [5]. Note that for the DC coefficient, the rank 

of S is N1N2 — 1 [45]. There is one free DC basis and we fix the 

DC coefficient of the top left block to be the quantized coeffi-

cient. In our experiments, we restored first the DC coefficients, 

and then the low frequency AC coefficients, including C(0,1) , 

C(1，0)，C(l，l), C(0 ,2) , C ( 2 , 0 ) , C (2 , l ) , C ( l , 2 ) and C(2 ,2) , 

one type at a time and in that order. 

• End of chapter. 



Appendix B 

Implementation details of the 
FoE prior 

Summary 

This part gives the details to calculate the energy func-

tion of the FoE prior model and the energy function's 

gradient w.r.t. the image. 

B.l The FoE prior model 

FoE uses the following form as the p.d.f. of natural images 

{kes i=l J 

= 去 n n 似 〜 ； ⑷ ， ( B . l ) 
keS' i=l 
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where 

= + (B.2) 

Ji is a filter of size rii xni , the clique Ck adopted by FoE includes 

the ni X rii pixels with k as their center, J^Ick denotes the inner 

product between the filter and the local image patch, S' contains 

the center pixels of all the rii x rii cliques that fully overlap with 

the support of the image, a^ is a parameter associated with J i � 

and N is the number of filters used. Note that S' does not 

include all the pixels of the image, since we only use the cliques 

that fully overlap with the support of the image. 

In the actual implementation, we use convolution to compute 

the inner product, i.e. 

1 N 
( B . 3 ) 

keS' i=l 

where * denotes the convolution operation, is the mirrored 

filter of Ji, as illustrated by Table B.l for the 3 x 3 case. We 

apply the function 0 element-wisely, and (pkiJi'^ * / ; a^) denotes 

the kih element of the resultant image. We only adopt the 

cliques that fully overlap with the support of the image. So 

only the "valid" part of the convolution operation that does not 

involve pixels outside the support of the image is used. 
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Table B.l: 3 x 3 filter and its mirrored filter 

^ ^ 

— - 1 ’ — 1 ) w ; ( - l，0 ) — - 1， 1 ) —1，1) — 1 ’ 0 ) i ( ; ( l , - l ) 

w(0,-l) —0，0) —0,1) w{0,1) w{0,0) —0，—1) 

w(l,-l) w ( l , 0 ) t y ( l , l ) w(-l,0) w { - l , - l ) 

B.2 Energy function and its gradient 

We define the negative log function of the p.d.f. in (B.l ) as the 

energy function about the image prior model 

N 

Ep{I) = - l o g p / ( / ) = * I-.c^i)- (B.4) 
kes' i=l 

The energy function's derivative w.r.t. a pixel value /爪[55] is 

� = - 似 - 1 * ih ； ⑷ • 去 ( 义 — 1 * 

where * is the filter response at pixel /c, and 

仏("•’ 叫 ） = ‘ l o g 0 ( | / ; a O 二 一 r ^ . ( B . 6 ) 
d y 1 + ^y^ 

We can see the filter coefficient that determines how strongly 

the pixel m contributes to the filter response at pixel k in * 

I also determines how strongly ^̂  ( ( J " � i * ; a:) at pixel k 

contributes to -^Ep{I). As we sum over all the pixels k in the 

equation above, it is equivalent to filtering xp * ； a^) 

with the filter Ji [34]. Now the energy function's gradient can 
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be calculated accordingly as 

N 

^Epi l ) = - L Ji * * /； ai). (B.7) 
i=l 

For the convolution operation only the "valid" part that 

has been computed using pixels inside the image is kept, the 

part that involves elements outside the image is set to be zero; 

and for the convolution operation in Ji * the output is of the 

same size as the original image. 

B.3 Conjugate gradient descent method 

Roth and Black [35] used steepest gradient descent method with 

fixed step size to minimize their energy function. Yet the steep-

est descent method often leads to too many iterations and so 

slow convergence, hence we adopt the conjugate gradient de-

scent method [26] for fast convergence, as shown in Table B.2. 

The conjugate gradient descent method selects the search direc-

tion, using not only gradient information at the current iteration 

point, but also gradient information at previous iteration points. 

We also use line search to determine the step size automatically, 

which corresponds to the minimum along the direction of the 

conjugate gradient at each iteration. 

• End of chapter. 
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Table B.2: Conjugate gradient descent method 

9(0) = 9(1,) ^ 
p(0) = -g(0) • 
for k — 0...，n - 1 

a �=argmine,>o 丑 ( / � + ap ⑷） 

= J{k) + 

严 1) = p(/(fc+i)) 
⑷ = <,(知+iy广+1)-,�� 

‘ — <g �’3(知)> 
p{k+l) = _g{k+l) + ^(fe)^(fc) 

end 
where " � = � ） = • 丑 ⑷ ， 

and < g,h >= g^h. 
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